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ABSTRACT
We present the Pan-STARRS1 discovery of the long-lived and blue transient PS1-11af, which was
also detected by GALEX with coordinated observations in the near-ultraviolet (NUV) band. PS1-11af
is associated with the nucleus of an early-type galaxy at redshift z=0.4046 that exhibits no evidence for
star formation or AGN activity. Four epochs of spectroscopy reveal a pair of transient broad absorption
features in the UV on otherwise featureless spectra. Despite the superficial similarity of these features
to P-Cygni absorptions of supernovae (SNe), we conclude that PS1-11af is not consistent with the
properties of known types of SNe. Blackbody fits to the spectral energy distribution are inconsistent
with the cooling, expanding ejecta of a SN, and the velocities of the absorption features are too high
to represent material in homologous expansion near a SN photosphere. However, the constant blue
colors and slow evolution of the luminosity are similar to previous optically-selected tidal disruption
events (TDEs). The shape of the optical light curve is consistent with models for TDEs, but the
minimum accreted mass necessary to power the observed luminosity is only ∼0.002M⊙, which points
to a partial disruption model. A full disruption model predicts higher bolometric luminosities, which
would require most of the radiation to be emitted in a separate component at high energies where
we lack observations. In addition, the observed temperature is lower than that predicted by pure
accretion disk models for TDEs and requires reprocessing to a constant, lower temperature. Three
deep non-detections in the radio with the VLA over the first two years after the event set strict limits
on the production of any relativistic outflow comparable to Swift J1644+57, even if off-axis.
Subject headings: accretion, accretion disks — black hole physics — galaxies: nuclei
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When a star of mass M⋆ and radius R⋆ has an orbit
with a pericenter passage sufficiently close to a black hole
of massMbh, as in the nucleus of a galaxy, it can be torn
apart by tidal forces (Hills 1975). Approximately half
of the debris of the star becomes unbound and leaves
the system on hyperbolic orbits, while the other half re-
mains bound to the black hole on parabolic orbits. When
the bound material returns to pericenter, it can then ac-
crete onto the black hole and produce an optical tran-
sient (Rees 1988), called a tidal disruption event (TDE).
TDEs are signatures of the presence of otherwise quies-
cent black holes and, with better understanding of the
relevant physics, may prove useful in the long run both
as probes of black hole masses in distant galaxies and
for the study of accretion processes in a different regime
than that of active galactic nuclei (AGN).
The condition for disruption is that the pericenter
distance of the orbit is less than the tidal radius,
rt=R⋆(Mbh/M⋆)
1/3. For solar-type stars disrupted by
106 M⊙ black holes, the characteristic blackbody (BB)
temperature (TBB) for a black hole accreting at the Ed-
dington rate at this radius is ∼2.5×105 K (e.g., Ulmer
1999; Strubbe & Quataert 2009). The radiation output
is therefore expected to peak in the extreme-ultraviolet
(UV) and X-ray bands. The characteristic light curve be-
havior prediction for TDEs involves a rapid rise to max-
imum light, with a decline after the peak that falls as
t−5/3 (Rees 1988; Evans & Kochanek 1989).
However, more detailed modeling has shown that ac-
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tual TDEs should exhibit more complex behavior. The
derivation of the t−5/3 light curve relies on the assump-
tion that the spread of specific energy with mass for the
stellar debris is constant, but recent work has shown that
the internal structure of the star can modify these expec-
tations (Ramirez-Ruiz & Rosswog 2009; Lodato et al.
2009; Stone et al. 2012; Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz
2013), with faster decline rates predicted immediately
after the peak. Furthermore, most studies have con-
centrated on complete stellar disruptions at the tidal
radius, while real disruptions can occur at a range
of pericenter distances and partial disruptions outside
of the nominal tidal radius may also contribute to
the flare rate (Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013). Fi-
nally, the conversion of accreting mass, M˙acc, to ob-
servable radiation is not a simple process. Models
of the spectral energy distributions (SED) of TDEs
and their evolution have grown increasingly complex
over time, starting with thin disk models and adding
thick disks and outflows or winds to model super-
Eddington accretion (Loeb & Ulmer 1997; Ulmer 1999;
Strubbe & Quataert 2009, 2011; Lodato & Rossi 2011;
Guillochon et al. 2013).
Two relativistic TDEs, Swift J164449.3+573451
(Sw 1644+57; Bloom et al. 2011; Levan et al. 2011;
Burrows et al. 2011; Zauderer et al. 2011) and Swift
J2058.4+0516 (Sw 2058+05; Cenko et al. 2012b) have
been discovered on the basis of γ-ray triggers. These ob-
jects have X-ray light curves that approximately match
the t−5/3 decline rate, and appear to have launched rel-
ativistic jets along the line of sight (Giannios & Metzger
2011), adding another potential emission component to
the SED.
Most of the TDE candidates reported in the litera-
ture are large amplitude soft X-ray flares from galaxy
nuclei (e.g., Bade et al. 1996; Komossa & Bade 1999;
Li et al. 2002; Komossa et al. 2004; Esquej et al. 2008;
Maksym et al. 2013). These generally have poorly sam-
pled light curves, but have the predicted soft spectra and
light curve decay rates that are consistent with a t−5/3
decline, for suitable assumptions about the time of dis-
ruption. Gezari et al. (2009b) presented GALEX obser-
vations of three TDE candidates with SEDs that had
TBB &5×10
4 K and light curves exhibiting evidence of
t−5/3 declines. Cenko et al. (2012a) interpreted the fast
fading and luminous nuclear transient PTF 10iya as the
early super-Eddington phase of accretion in a TDE.
van Velzen et al. (2011a) discovered the first two
optically-selected TDE candidates in repeated Sloan Dig-
ital Sky Survey (SDSS) imaging of Stripe 82, which
we denote SDSS TDE1 and SDSS TDE2. These tran-
sients were selected on the basis of their unusually
blue colors and slow evolution, which made them stand
out from normal supernovae (SNe) and AGN vari-
ability. Subsequently, Gezari et al. (2012) described
the Pan-STARRS1 (PS1) discovery of PS1-10jh, the
first TDE with a well-sampled optical light curve on
both the rise and decline from maximum light, which
makes it a benchmark object for studies of the TDE
process (e.g., Guillochon et al. 2013; Bogdanovic et al.
2013). The spectra of SDSS TDE2 exhibited broad
Hα emission, while PS1-10jh had broad He II emis-
sion lines. These were the first definitive detections
of spectral features from TDEs, although some galax-
ies in the literature with unusual nuclear spectra have
been claimed to be produced by the late-time effects of
TDEs (Storchi-Bergmann et al. 1995; Bogdanovic´ et al.
2004; Komossa et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2012; Yang et al.
2013).
In this work, we describe the discovery of a new TDE
by the PS1 survey, PS1-11af, which is the first TDE to
exhibit broad UV absorption features. We give a descrip-
tion of the optical, UV, and radio observations in Section
2. In Section 3, we analyze the host galaxy and set up-
per limits on star formation and AGN activity. We de-
scribe the evolution of the SED and isolate the spectrum
of the transient in Section 4. In Section 5, we examine
a SN interpretation for the properties of PS1-11af and
find that it cannot be fit by any known model. We then
interpret PS1-11af as a TDE in Section 6 before conclud-
ing in Section 7. Throughout this paper, we adopt the
flat ΛCDM Planck+WMAP+high-ℓ+BAO cosmology of
Ade et al. (2013) with H0=68 km s
−1 Mpc−1, ΩM=0.31,
and ΩΛ=0.69. All quoted dates are UT, and all magni-
tudes are reported on the AB scale.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Discovery and Photometry
The PS1 telescope has a 1.8 m diameter primary mirror
that images a field with a diameter of 3.3◦ (Hodapp et al.
2004) onto a total of 60 4800×4800 pixel detectors, with
a pixel scale of 0.258′′ (Tonry & Onaka 2009). A more
complete description of the PS1 system, hardware and
software, is provided by Kaiser et al. (2010). The nightly
PS1 Medium Deep Survey (MDS) observations are ob-
tained through a set of five broadband filters, designated
as gP1, rP1, iP1, zP1, and yP1, with a typical cadence
of 3 d between observations in gP1rP1iP1zP1. Although
the filter system for PS1 has much in common with that
used in previous surveys, such as the SDSS (Ahn et al.
2012), there are differences, with further information on
the passband shapes described by Stubbs et al. (2010).
Photometry is reported in the “natural” PS1 system,
m = −2.5 log(fν) + m
′, with a single zeropoint adjust-
ment m′ made in each band to conform to the AB mag-
nitude scale (Tonry et al. 2012). PS1 magnitudes are
interpreted as being at the top of the atmosphere, with
1.2 airmasses of atmospheric attenuation being included
in the system response function.
PS1 data are processed through the Image Process-
ing Pipeline (IPP; Magnier 2006) on a computer cluster
at the Maui High Performance Computer Center. The
pipeline runs the images through a succession of stages,
including flat-fielding (“de-trending”), a flux-conserving
warping to a sky-based image plane, masking and artifact
removal, and object detection and photometry. Tran-
sient detection using IPP photometry is carried out at
Queens University Belfast. Independently, difference im-
ages are produced from the stacked nightly MDS im-
ages by the photpipe pipeline (Rest et al. 2005) run-
ning on the Odyssey computer cluster at Harvard Uni-
versity. The discovery and data presented here are from
the photpipe analysis.
We first detected PS1-11af in gP1rP1 images obtained
on the night of 2010 December 30 after non-detections
in our first observations of that field for the observing
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season on 2010 December 15/16 (gP1rP1iP1). The tran-
sient rose to a peak in late January of 2011 and slowly
faded thereafter, remaining detectable in PS1 imaging
when observations ceased at the end of April due to so-
lar conjunction. The mean position of PS1-11af was α
= 9h57m26.s815, δ = +03◦14′01.′′00 (J2000), with an un-
certainty of 0.′′1 in each coordinate. False-color images
of PS1-11af near maximum light and its host galaxy are
shown in Figure 1. The blue color of the transient rela-
tive to its red host galaxy is immediately apparent.
We construct deep template observations from the pre-
outburst images and subtract them from the PS1 ob-
servations using photpipe (Rest et al. 2005). Details of
the photometry and generation of PS1 transient light
curves are given by Rest et al. (2013) and Scolnic et al.
(2013). The final PS1-11af photometry, after correc-
tion for E(B − V ) = 0.027 mag of Galactic extinc-
tion (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011; Schlegel et al. 1998),
is given in Table 1 and shown in Figure 2. Fourth-order
polynomial fits to the gP1 and rP1 light curves near peak
give dates for maximum light at Modified Julian Dates
(MJDs) of 55581±2 days (=2011 January 20), which we
adopt as the time of peak throughout this paper.
The field of PS1-11af was monitored in the near-
ultraviolet band (NUV; Morrissey et al. 2007) as part of
the GALEX Time Domain Survey (TDS; Gezari et al.
2013) from 2011 January 31 to 2011 February 16. The
transient was detected in each observation during this
period, while nothing was detected at the position of
PS1-11af in either of the NUV or far-ultraviolet (FUV)
bands in prior GALEX observations in 2008 and 2010.
We perform aperture photometry of PS1-11af during out-
burst and list the results in Table 1. Further details of
the GALEX survey design and data products were pre-
sented by Gezari et al. (2013).
In addition, we observed the host of PS1-11af on
2013 May 20 in J and H for a total of 1200 and
1254 s, respectively, using the FourStar Infrared Cam-
era (Persson et al. 2008) on the 6.5 m Magellan Baade
telescope. The images were flat fielded, sky subtracted,
and stacked with standard tasks in IRAF17 using the in-
strument pipeline. The photometry was calibrated using
2MASS stars in the field.
2.2. Spectroscopy
We obtained four epochs of spectroscopy of PS1-11af in
outburst between 2011 January 13 and 2011 June 10 us-
ing the Low Dispersion Survey Spectrograph-3 (LDSS3;
an updated verion of LDSS-2, Allington-Smith et al.
1994) on the 6.5 m Magellan Clay telescope, the Blue
Channel Spectrograph (BC; Schmidt et al. 1989) on the
6.5 m MMT, the Inamori-Magellan Areal Camera and
Spectrograph (IMACS; Dressler et al. 2006) on the Mag-
ellan Baade telescope, and the Gemini Multi-Object
Spectrograph (GMOS; Hook et al. 2004) on the 8 m
Gemini-South telescope. A full log with details of the
observations is given in Table 2. Conditions were clear
for the initial LDSS3 and BC observations, but poor and
variable seeing compromised the IMACS spectra. We
17 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities
for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
combine the IMACS spectra on consecutive nights to in-
crease the signal-to-noise ratio.
After PS1-11af had faded away, we returned to ob-
tain spectroscopy of the host galaxy using similar BC
and LDSS3 setups as those used for the original obser-
vations, including the same slit position angles (PAs) to
within 5◦. We also obtained spectroscopy with LDSS3
using a significantly redder setup, designed to cover Hα
at the rest frame of the host galaxy. A few additional
host spectra were obtained at PA=−10◦ for reasons dis-
cussed below, but only when that angle was close to the
parallactic angle.
We also obtained several images as part of the acqui-
sition process using LDSS3, IMACS, and GMOS. We
process the two-dimensional frames using standard tasks
in IRAF. Multiple attempts to obtain the GMOS spec-
trum over the course of several days were aborted due
to bad weather so we only obtained a g′r′i′z′ acquisition
sequence on each date. We stack the images in each filter
and report the average dates in Table 1. We subtract the
PS1 templates in the appropriate filters from the acqui-
sition images and calibrate the photometry to PS1 stars
in the field.
We reduce the spectroscopic data using standard tasks
in IRAF along with our own IDL procedures to apply a
flux calibration and correct for telluric absorption. The
longslits were always aligned within 10◦ of the paral-
lactic angle to mitigate the possible effects of differen-
tial atmospheric dispersion (Filippenko 1982). We did
not use order-blocking filters, so second-order light con-
tamination is a concern with a source this blue. Our
early LDSS3 observation was taken using the standard
0.′′75 longslit located 2′ blueward of the center of the
field combined with the VPH-all grism. Past experi-
ence, along with tests using order-blocking filters on blue
standard stars, has demonstrated that this instrument
setup combination suffers very little contamination from
second-order light. More generally, we use observations
of both relatively blue (sdO spectral types) and red (F-
type) standard stars taken both with and without order-
blocking filters to define the flux calibrations for the BC
and Magellan spectra. Despite our best efforts, we cau-
tion that some contamination may still be present at ob-
served wavelengths longward of ∼8000 A˚. For GMOS-S,
we use archival observations of EG21 to define the flux
calibration. The final spectra are presented in Figure 3.
All spectra exhibit absorption from the Ca II H+K dou-
blet at redshift z = 0.405, which we refine in Section 3.1
to z = 0.4046 and adopt as the host redshift throughout
this paper.
2.3. Radio Observations
We observed the field of PS1-11af with the Karl G. Jan-
sky Very Large Array (Dougherty & Perley 2010) three
times. The first epoch was 2011 March 29.03 (Project
10A-214; PI: Soderberg), and subsequent epochs were
obtained beginning 2012 January 7.38 (Project 11B-192;
PI: Chomiuk) and 2013 May 31.96 (Project 13A-437; PI:
Soderberg). Our observations are summarized in Table 3.
The first observation was conducted with the old VLA
system with two 128 MHz windows centered at 4.8 and
5.0 GHz. The latter two observations were conducted
with the new WIDAR correlator (Perley et al. 2011) at
a mean frequency of 5.9 GHz (lower sideband frequency
4 Chornock et al.
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Figure 1. False-color images of the field of PS1-11af, with gP1rP1zP1 mapped to blue, green, and red, respectively. The logarithmic color
scales are the same in each panel. The left panel displays the deep template images created from pre-outburst PS1 data. The image in
the middle panel was formed from images taken on consecutive nights shortly after peak of the outburst. The right panel is the difference
image formed by subtraction of the template images on the left from the images in the middle. Note the strong blue color of the transient
relative to its host galaxy and other field sources.
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Figure 2. Light curve of PS1-11af. The blue circles are from the
GALEX NUV band, with the gP1rP1iP1zP1 photometry below,
and the constant offsets are noted. Vertical lines marked with an
“S” show the dates of the spectroscopic observations.
centered at 5.0 GHz; upper sideband frequency centered
at 6.75 GHz).
In all epochs, we use standard data reduction proce-
dures in AIPS (Greisen 2003). We use 3C286 for band-
pass and flux calibration, and J1024−0052 for gain cal-
ibration. We flag and excise channels affected by radio
frequency interference, which results in an effective band-
width of ∼1.7 GHz. A ∼35 mJy source 4′ from the po-
sition of PS1-11af is used for self-calibration. We do not
detect significant radio emission from PS1-11af in any
epoch and set 3σ limits of 51, 30, and 45 µJy, respec-
tively, from the root-mean-squared (RMS) flux values of
the images.
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Figure 3. Observed spectra of PS1-11af with constant flux offsets
for clarity. The spectra are labeled with the number of rest-frame
days relative to peak. Note the blue colors at early times and
the two deep UV absorption features on Day +24. The bottom
spectrum (black) shows the combined spectrum of the host galaxy
after the transient faded.
3. HOST GALAXY
The host galaxy of PS1-11af is shown in the left panel
of Figure 1. It is apparent that the host is relatively red
and the core is rather symmetric, indicative of a bulge-
dominated or early-type galaxy. The host is marginally
resolved in the PS1 template images (seeing full-width
at half-maximum, FWHM≈1.1′′). An asymmetric exten-
sion of flux to the north-northwest (PA≈−10◦) is visible.
In our images obtained in the best seeing (with LDSS3 in
g′ and FourStar), this extension appears somewhat off-
set from the main part of the galaxy. The offset (∼2′′)
is 11 kpc at this redshift. It is not immediately appar-
ent whether this represents substructure within the host
galaxy or possibly a companion galaxy.
We use the PS1 image with our highest-significance
detection of PS1-11af in rP1 (MJD=55590.5) to perform
relative astrometry between the deep template image and
the detection of the source. Forty common point sources
were used to tie the two images together, with a RMS
dispersion of 28 milliarcsec in each coordinate. The off-
set between the detection of PS1-11af and the core of its
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host galaxy in the template is 60±62 milliarcsec, includ-
ing the uncertainties in the object and nuclear centroids,
consistent with PS1-11af being a nuclear event. However,
the 3σ uncertainty corresponds to 1 kpc, which contains
a significant fraction of the stars in this compact host
galaxy.
We collect photometry of the host galaxy of PS1-11af
using the deep PS1 template images and FourStar data
described in Section 2.1. Because of the ambiguous ori-
gin of the flux extension, we report aperture photome-
try in Table 4 using apertures of radius 1.′′15 and 3.′′0.
The narrower aperture captures the main core of the
galaxy (possibly the bulge), while the wider one includes
the extension plus the wings of the central galaxy. The
FourStar data were taken under significantly better see-
ing (FWHM≈0.′′75) than the PS1 images. The core of the
host is not well resolved, so the quoted aperture photom-
etry was calculated after convolving the FourStar data
with a Gaussian to approximately match the seeing in
the PS1 templates and make the narrow apertures more
directly comparable between instruments. We stack the
pre-outburst GALEX photometry and set upper limits
on the host galaxy flux in the UV.
In addition to the photometry, we have obtained about
4 hours of spectroscopy of the host galaxy, as described
in Section 2.2. The resolutions of the BC and LDSS3
spectra are similar, so we combined all of the spectra by
rebinning to a common wavelength scale and performing
a weighted average over the overlap regions. We plot
this combined spectrum in Figure 4, after scaling to the
host photometry in the narrow apertures because they
more closely match the size of the longslit spectroscopic
apertures.
3.1. Limits on Current Star Formation
It is obvious from the strength of the 4000 A˚ break
that the spectrum shown in Figure 4 is that of an older
stellar population. The Balmer lines are only present in
absorption and there are no emission lines of any type,
while absorption lines from several metals are strong. We
cross-correlate this spectrum with the single stellar popu-
lation age models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003). All mod-
els that are good fits have ages >1 Gyr, with the best
fit at solar metallicity being 2.5 Gyr. The best-fit cross
correlations give a precise redshift of z = 0.4046±0.0001.
We use the FAST program of Kriek et al. (2009) to
simultaneously fit the spectrum and photometry to a
suite of solar metallicity stellar population models from
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) with more complicated star
formation histories. The best fit is overplotted in red,
and uses an exponentially-declining star formation rate
(SFR) with an e-folding timescale of 400 Myr and an age
of 2.5 Gyr. Only the rP1 and iP1 points were used to
scale the spectrum, so the good agreement in the other
bands is reassuring. The total stellar mass is 7×109 M⊙
when scaled just to the photometry in the inner aper-
ture. The photometry in the outer aperture is ∼0.6 mag
brighter, so if all of the flux is assigned to the host, then
the total stellar mass is closer to 1.2×1010 M⊙.
The difference spectrum shown at the bottom of Fig-
ure 4 shows no strong deviations between the model and
the observed spectrum. In particular, no emission lines
are visible. We use the difference spectrum and observed
errors to set 3σ upper limits on the ([O II] λ3727, Hα)
emission fluxes of (5.2, 4.8)×10−18 erg cm−2 s−1 in 10 A˚
bins around the rest wavelengths of the lines. According
to the calibration of Kennicutt (1998), these correspond
to upper limits on the SFR of the host galaxy of (0.04,
0.02)M⊙ yr
−1. Similarly, we also use the non-detections
in the UV by GALEX and the calibrations of Kennicutt
(1998) to set 5σ upper limits on the SFR of 0.8M⊙ yr
−1.
Combined, these indicate that there is no sign of star for-
mation or any young stellar population in the host galaxy
at the position of PS1-11af. In addition, we inspect our
spectra of the host galaxy obtained at the PA of −10◦.
While the surface brightness of the extension is too low to
obtain spectra with a good S/N in our limited exposure
time, inspection of the two-dimensional frames shows no
obvious emission lines.
3.2. Evidence Against an AGN Host
An outburst in a persistently accreting AGN could
masquerade as a true transient. However, the non-
detection in the UV by GALEX argues strongly against
the presence of a luminous unobscured AGN in the nu-
cleus. The stacked non-detections in the GALEX bands
correspond to absolute magnitudes MUV>−17 mag or
UV continuum luminosities νLν.6×10
42 erg s−1. Also,
the difference spectrum at the bottom of Figure 4 ex-
hibits no emission lines from the broad-line region (BLR)
of an AGN. The spectra of both obscured and unob-
scured AGN could also manifest strong forbidden emis-
sion lines from a narrow-line region (NLR), but those are
not present either. The 3σ limit on the [O III] λ5007 lu-
minosity is <1.4×1039 erg s−1, which falls below any of
the optically-selected type II AGNs at similar redshifts in
the zCOSMOS survey (Bongiorno et al. 2010). However,
we cannot exclude the possibility of a low-luminosity
AGN, as samples in the local universe extend to signif-
icantly lower emission-line luminosities than our limits
for the host of PS1-11af (Ho 2008; Hao et al. 2005). All
of these upper limits would be made weaker by the pres-
ence of strong dust obscuration in the nucleus, but the
blue color of the transient (Figure 3; see below) is in-
compatible with a large dust column along the line of
sight.
The deep non-detection of the host galaxy in the UV
prior to the detection of PS1-11af also represents a strong
argument against normal accretion rate fluctuations in
an AGN. As described by Gezari et al. (2012), quasars
and AGN exhibit variability of a lower amplitude in
GALEX observations than the >2.5 mag increase in
brightness of PS1-11af relative to quiescence. In the full
GALEX TDS observations (Gezari et al. 2013), most
sources with such large amplitude NUV flares are clas-
sified as cataclysmic variables or M-dwarf flares. The
only extragalactic sources having similarly large ampli-
tude flares after non-detections in quiescence were the
TDE PS1-10jh and a few SNe (Gezari et al. 2012).
Another possibility is that PS1-11af is an outburst
from a blazar (Urry & Padovani 1995), but we would
expect to detect a blazar in the radio. Near the peak
of the outburst, PS1-11af had a V -band magnitude of
∼21.5, corresponding to νLν≈3×10
43 erg s−1. The uni-
fied blazar SEDs of Fossati et al. (1998) predict radio
fluxes in the range 0.4–15 mJy for different ranges of
radio loudness. Even the faintest of these is ∼8 times
6 Chornock et al.
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brighter than our 3σ upper limit in the first epoch. The
broad UV absorption features of PS1-11af would also be
unexpected in the synchrotron-dominated spectra of a
blazar.
As a final check against AGN-like variability, we
present difference light curves in five filters for PS1-11af
from all four years of PS1 observations obtained to date
in Figure 5. This light curve shows no sign of variability
or any long-term trend during the other three observing
seasons to date. The host galaxy was also observed by
SDSS a decade prior to our detection of PS1-11af (object
ID: SDSS J095726.82+031400.9) and the model magni-
tudes reported by Ahn et al. (2012) from 2001 February
20 are consistent within 1σ of our PS1 photometry in the
large aperture (Table 4).
The fast rise in gP1 of PS1-11af is especially notable
in this context. The host flux in the narrow aperture
was gP1=23.42 mag, but PS1-11af rose on a timescale
of less than a month to a peak of gP1≈21.5 mag, im-
plying a rise of more than 2 mag (the quiescent flux is
clearly dominated by star light; Figure 4). The char-
acteristic amplitude of quasar photometric variability
on these timescales is only ∼0.1 mag, with the ampli-
tude of variability increasing on longer timescales (e.g.,
Webb & Malkan 2000; MacLeod et al. 2012a). This is
very different from the long-term PS1-11af light curve,
which is consistent with a constant in the observing sea-
sons lacking the transient.
4. EVOLUTION OF PS1-11af
The light curve of PS1-11af exhibits a relatively rapid
rise of ∼2 mag from the first detections in gP1rP1 to the
peak 14.5 rest-frame days later. The subsequent decline
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Figure 5. Long-term difference flux light curve of PS1-11af in
five filters. The calendar years of observations are labeled across
the top. The yP1 light curve has been divided by 3 for clarity
because the observations are shallower than in the other bands so
the typical scatter is larger. This light curve was constructed using
a template image composed of an average of several of these same
epochs of observation, which means that the zeropoint of the flux
scale has an arbitrary constant offset level that we set to zero in
the first year.
from maximum light was much slower, with a decline
of .2 mag by the time of our final GMOS observations
at nearly Day +100 (this notation refers to the phase of
the object in rest-frame days relative to maximum light).
This basic light curve shape was present in all filters (Fig-
ure 2), which implies very little color evolution.
The weak evolution of the rather blue SED is one of
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the most important clues to the nature of PS1-11af, so
we examine it in detail. We present the observed colors
in the PS1 filters in Figure 6. We calculate gP1 − rP1
data points only when we have gP1 and rP1 observations
on the same night. The other filters were generally not
obtained simultaneously, so we interpolate the less-noisy
gP1 light curve to the dates of observation of the iP1 and
zP1 data using low-order polynomials. We determine the
uncertainties in the derived colors by repeatedly re-fitting
the observed data points after adjusting by Monte Carlo
resamplings of the errors. We also apply this procedure
below whenever we need to interpolate the photometry
to common epochs.
The gP1 − iP1 and gP1 − zP1 data points in Figure 6
are consistent with constant values from Day−10 to +70.
The gP1 − rP1 color is similarly constant over this time
interval, but the final point near Day +97 is redder and
there is a hint of a bluer color at earlier times. We com-
pare the PS1-11af data to several SNe as well as the
TDE PS1-10jh (Gezari et al. 2012). The color curves for
the comparison objects are color coded so that lines of
a given color correspond to approximately similar rest-
frame wavelengths as the PS1-11af data points of the
same color. This largely eliminates the need to apply un-
certain K-corrections. For example, rP1 and zP1 at the
redshift of PS1-10bzj (z = 0.650; Lunnan et al. 2013)
are at rest-frame wavelengths of 3740 and 5250 A˚, re-
spectively, which are close to gP1 and iP1 at the redshift
of PS1-11af (cf. Table 4), so both are plotted in red.
The key point is that regardless of any extinction or K-
correction, the SNe are only briefly as blue as PS1-11af
and rapidly become redder with time, while the TDE
PS1-10jh (Gezari et al. 2012) has a similarly blue color
that does not strongly evolve with time. We discuss the
implications of this observation in more detail in Sec-
tion 5.
We now investigate the SED of PS1-11af by interpo-
lating the observed photometry to four common epochs,
which we display in Figure 7. The GALEX data pro-
vide an important constraint on the SED, but are limited
in phase coverage. Therefore, we first examine the SED
on Day +10, near the beginning of the GALEX obser-
vations. We fit a single-temperature BB to the NUV
through zP1 SED and overplot the fit as the blue solid
line (Figure 7). The best fit has TBB=19,080±750 K,
with a luminosity (LBB) of 8.1×10
43 erg s−1. In addi-
tion, we plot the gP1rP1iP1zP1 photometry at the epochs
of our first two spectra (Days −5 and +24) and the date
of our final zP1 detection (Day +66). The solid dashed
lines overplotted on the photometry for each epoch are
the same BB fit scaled to the gP1 flux on each date. The
same BB fit from the GALEX epoch is also an adequate
fit to the gP1rP1iP1zP1 SEDs separated by 71 rest-frame
days.
Although the PS1 data are largely on the Rayleigh-
Jeans tail of the SED and we lack NUV observations for
most of the light curve, we still obtain useful constraints
on the SED using our optical data. We interpolate the
iP1 and zP1 light curves to the dates on which we have
both gP1 and rP1 data. Our BB fits to the available
photometry are shown in the middle and bottom panels
of Figure 8. As we inferred from the color evolution, the
best-fit TBB is consistent with a constant from Days −10
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Figure 7. SED evolution of PS1-11af. The photometry has been
interpolated to four common epochs. The data points with blue
circles come from Day +10, near the beginning of the GALEX
observations. The other epochs have been offset for clarity by the
multiplicative factors listed in parentheses. The dashed lines at the
other three epochs represent the same BB fit as the thick blue line,
but scaled in flux to match the gP1 point at the appropriate epoch.
This BB fit continues to be a good fit for the data at other epochs,
indicating a lack of strong SED evolution. The red and green lines
are the host galaxy subtracted spectra from our first two epochs of
spectroscopy.
to +70. The NUV+PS1 fit from Figure 7 is shown as a
blue circle and is consistent with our optical-only fits.
We have no a priori reason to believe that the SED
of PS1-11af should be well approximated by a single-
temperature BB, so we also fit the gP1rP1iP1zP1 pho-
tometry with power laws of the form fν∝ν
α and plot
the best-fit power-law indices in the top panel of Fig-
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Figure 8. Power law (top) and BB (middle, bottom) fits to the
optical photometry of PS1-11af. The black diamonds mark fits
to gP1rP1iP1zP1, while triangles are fits to gP1rP1iP1 (before the
start of the zP1 observations), and the square is a fit to the late-time
g′r′ data only. The blue circles in the middle and bottom panels
are from the BB fit to GALEX+PS1 data shown in Figure 7. The
red circles in the top panel are fits to the galaxy-subtracted spectra
from Section 4.1.
ure 8. These fits again demonstrate a lack of significant
SED evolution during the course of our observations. A
weighted average of the fits to all four filters (diamonds
in the top panel of Figure 8) gives α = 0.73± 0.05.
This is notable for being significantly bluer than
AGN SEDs over this wavelength range. Composite
quasar templates have mean values for α in the range
−0.32 to −0.50 for the NUV-optical continuum de-
pending on the selection criteria (Brotherton et al. 2001;
Vanden Berk et al. 2001). These values represent aver-
age quasar SEDs, but Wilhite et al. (2005) isolated the
variable component of the spectra from multiepoch SDSS
spectroscopy. This variable component is bluer than the
average, but still has an NUV-optical slope of only α≈0.
This is also not as blue as PS1-11af and provides addi-
tional evidence that it is not a result of normal AGN
variability. We note that PS1-11af is also bluer than the
canonical α=1/3 value for multicolor BB disk emission
(Pringle & Rees 1972). In a pure AGN accretion disk
model, this implies that the SED of PS1-11af does not
include as much emission from the cooler large radii as
in normal AGN disks. A simple explanation is that TDE
accretion disks are smaller than those of AGN, although
below we discuss the reasons to believe that the optical
emission of PS1-11af does not directly originate in a disk.
4.1. Galaxy-subtracted Spectra
The observed spectra of PS1-11af shown in Figure 3
exhibit Ca II H+K absorption from the host galaxy as
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Figure 9. Demonstration of our procedure for determining the
proper amount of galaxy light to subtract from each epoch of spec-
troscopy. The observed spectrum (black) is modeled as the sum
(magenta) of our best-fit host galaxy model (red; Figure 4) and a
power-law continuum with a fixed slope (blue). The difference be-
tween the observed spectrum and the sum is shown in the bottom
panel. The green squares are the gP1rP1iP1zP1 photometry of the
transient interpolated to the date of the spectrum. The photome-
try was not used to scale the power-law continuum in the fits, so
the excellent agreement with the derived scale factor indicates that
our spectrophotometry is reliable.
well as several undulations that correspond to similar
features in the host spectrum (Figure 4). A comparison
of the host galaxy photometry (Table 4) and the transient
light curve (Table 1) reveals that even near maximum
light we should expect a significant contribution from
the host galaxy to the observed fluxes, particularly at the
redder wavelengths. We now use the information about
the host galaxy from Section 3.1 and the photometric
properties of PS1-11af from Section 4 to subtract the
host galaxy contribution from the observed spectra and
isolate the spectrum of the transient.
The host galaxy is spatially resolved while the tran-
sient is not, so seeing variations mean that the amount of
galaxy light relative to the transient in the spectroscopic
slit aperture cannot be reliably determined directly from
the photometry. Instead, we fit the observed spectra to
model the host contribution. We initially model each
epoch of spectroscopy as a linear sum of the best-fit
host model from Section 3.1 and a BB with TBB equal
to the value determined above from the GALEX+PS1
SED fits and determine the best-fit scale factors for each
component. We previously used a similar procedure to
subtract the host galaxy of PS1-10jh from its spectra
(Gezari et al. 2012). We then repeat our subtraction pro-
cedure using a power-law continuum with α=0.73 and
find statistically superior fits. At each epoch, the scal-
ing factors for the amplitudes of the host galaxy model
are identical for the BB and power law models to within
1–3%, indicating that our subtraction procedure is not
sensitive to this choice for the transient SED, although
the scaling factors do change if TBB or α are varied. An
example fit to the first PS1-11af spectrum is shown in
Figure 9. The depths of the absorption lines and ampli-
tudes of the continuum undulations due to the host in
the model spectrum (magenta line) match those in the
data very well.
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Several features of the fitting procedure are worth
noting. The first is that we do not include any con-
straint from the observed photometry (except implicitly
through our choice of the power-law index or TBB) due
to the possibility that our absolute spectrophotometry
is unreliable because of clouds or slit losses. However,
the green squares overplotted on Figure 9 represent the
gP1rP1iP1zP1 photometry interpolated to the date of the
spectrum. The excellent agreement of the photometry
with both the amplitude and color of the scaled power
law is apparent. This gives us confidence that the spec-
trophotometry is correct and that our procedure to scale
and subtract the host is working satisfactorily. This can
be seen in another way in Figure 7, where we overplot
the galaxy-subtracted spectra on Days −5 and +24 along
with the photometry. Although we apply the indicated
multiplicative offsets for clarity, no relative normaliza-
tion factors were applied between the photometry and
the spectroscopy at the same epoch. Again, the colors
and normalization of the galaxy-subtracted spectra are
in excellent agreement with the photometry.
Second, the spectra on the first two epochs exhibit a
blue excess relative to the host plus BB model that can
be seen at wavelengths below ∼3200 A˚ in Figure 7. This
is not simply a consequence of using an incorrect (too
low) TBB. If we allow TBB to vary in our fits, we can find
better fits to match the overall shape of the observed
spectra if TBB is in the range 25,000–30,000 K. How-
ever, the fits compensate for the bluer assumed BB color
by increasing the amplitude of the host contribution to
match the red flux. After subtraction of the new best-fit
host contribution, the derived transient spectrum then
has a color that is too blue relative to the colors mea-
sured from the photometry. Equivalently, the values for
TBB allowed by the optical photometry (Figure 8) are
lower than those required to remove the blue/UV excess
flux. The simplest explanation is that the blue excess is
real and the SED of PS1-11af is not that of a pure single-
temperature BB. Therefore, in the remainder of this pa-
per we use the statistically preferred power-law model to
determine the proper scaling factors for the host galaxy.
We do not claim that the true SED is a power law, just
that a power law is a better approximation over the lim-
ited wavelength range of our spectra for the purpose of
scaling and removing the host contribution. We also note
that the shape of the excess is inconsistent with Balmer
continuum emission, which would be expected to peak
near 3650 A˚.
Another consideration is that we subtract the spectral-
synthesis model for the host galaxy spectrum but the
real spectrum could be different. The excellent fit of the
host model in Figure 4 demonstrates that any such er-
ror is small. We repeat the subtraction procedure using
our actual host galaxy spectrum and find no significant
difference in the subtracted spectra, including the pres-
ence of the UV excess in the fits with a BB continuum.
However, the subtracted spectra are noticeably noisier,
especially at shorter wavelengths, so we use the model-
subtracted spectra in all subsequent analysis.
After determining the relative amplitude of the host
galaxy contribution for each epoch18, we subtract the
18 We exclude the regions around the strong absorption minima
on Day +24 from the fit.
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Figure 10. Spectra of PS1-11af after subtraction of the host-
galaxy contribution. Note the very blue color of the spectra, with
the Day +24 spectrum having deep UV absorption features. The
black spectrum in the middle is the +7 d spectrum of PS1-10bzj,
which also shows similar features (Lunnan et al. 2013). The top
black spectrum is the TDE PS1-10jh at Day −22 (Gezari et al.
2012). Note the broad emission lines from He II λ4686 and λ3203
in that object, which are not present in any of the PS1-11af spectra.
appropriately-scaled host galaxy model and present the
resulting spectral sequence in Figure 10. The spectra of
PS1-11af are very blue, with the Day −5 spectrum be-
ing well fit by a power law with α=0.75±0.02, consistent
with the values measured from the photometry, as shown
in the top panel of Figure 8. No clear emission features
(either narrow or broad) are present in any of our spec-
tra, unlike the broad He II emission seen from PS1-10jh
(Gezari et al. 2012) or the broad Hα emission detected
from SDSS TDE2 (van Velzen et al. 2011a). The Day
+24 spectrum exhibits two strong absorption features
shortward of 3000 A˚, with minima near 2450 and 2680 A˚.
The reddest of these is clearly not present on Day −5
in our only other spectrum with overlapping wavelength
coverage. We note that these features are definitely real
(they are apparent even in the two-dimensional spectral
frames) and are largely unaffected by any details of the
host galaxy subtraction procedure. The host galaxy has
very little contribution at these wavelengths (e.g., Fig-
ure 9) and the features are present prior to host subtrac-
tion in Figure 3.
5. IS PS1-11af A SN?
PS1-11af exhibits strong, broad UV absorption fea-
tures in the Day +24 BC spectrum (Figure 10) that are
strikingly similar to the P-Cygni absorptions present in
SN atmospheres. In this section, we demonstrate that
PS1-11af is unlike any known SN and appears to be in-
consistent with the expectations for any plausible SN or
explosive transient.
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We start with the observation that our observed wave-
length coverage for PS1-11af includes the Balmer lines
expected in SNe II as well as the diagnostic He I lines of
SNe Ib (λ5876 would be strongest), and none of these are
present. The spectra also lack the optical features due to
Fe II, Ca II, and the intermediate-mass elements found
in both SNe Ia and normal SNe Ic (Filippenko 1997).
Instead, the combination of an optical continuum hav-
ing at most weak features with strong UV absorptions is
at least qualitatively similar to the spectra of hydrogen-
poor superluminous SNe (SLSNe).
The transient SCP06F6 exhibited a triplet of absorp-
tion features between 2000 and 3000 A˚ (Barbary et al.
2009). The two longer-wavelength ones were first iden-
tified by Quimby et al. (2011) as Si III and Mg II, al-
though spectral modeling indicates that some Fe II may
contribute (Lunnan et al. 2013). We examine the pub-
lished spectra of SLSNe, and the best match we find is
to the Day +7 spectrum of PS1-10bzj, which we plot as
a comparison in Figure 10 (Lunnan et al. 2013). Most
other SLSNe with optical spectroscopy at sufficiently
early epochs to match the blue colors of PS1-11af exhibit
a series of absorption features in the blue part of the op-
tical that have been identified as being due to O II, the
strongest being a “W”-shaped absorption near 4300 A˚
(e.g., Quimby et al. 2007, 2011; Pastorello et al. 2010;
Chomiuk et al. 2011). Other objects show Fe II features
in the rest-frame optical (e.g., Inserra et al. 2013) and
even evolve to resemble normal SNe Ic (Pastorello et al.
2010; Quimby et al. 2011). The spectra of PS1-11af are
instead devoid of strong features at optical wavelengths
at all available epochs.
We also compare the light curve of PS1-11af to a few
of these SLSNe in Figure 11. In each case, we select
filters with rest-frame wavelengths near u band and cor-
rect for the distance modulus and cosmic expansion with-
out performing a full K-correction due to the substan-
tial uncertainties involved (e.g., PTF11rks, which has a
rather red, but poorly sampled, observed-frame u − g
color; Inserra et al. 2013). The bulk of the hydrogen-
poor SLSNe published to date are significantly more lu-
minous in u than PS1-11af (e.g., Quimby et al. 2007,
2011; Chomiuk et al. 2011). We choose three SLSNe at
the lower end of the luminosity distribution for compar-
ison, but which are still more luminous in u than PS1-
11af. Note that the larger bolometric correction for the
bluer SED of PS1-11af makes its peak bolometric lumi-
nosity (∼8×1043 erg s−1) closer to that of the SLSNe
(&1044 erg s−1) than a simple comparison ofMu implies.
In addition, PS1-11af took ∼100 d to decline two
magnitudes from peak while the comparison SLSNe de-
clined that much from peak in only 30–40 d. By our
rP1 photometric point on Day +97, PS1-11af was still
near Mg≈−18.25 mag, significantly more luminous than
the objects in the sample of Inserra et al. (2013), with
only PTF09cnd among the published SLSNe being sim-
ilarly luminous at that late epoch, and it peaked at
Mu≈−22 mag (Quimby et al. 2011). The faster light
curve evolution of the SLSNe is a combination of actual
faster bolometric declines along with cooling ejecta lead-
ing to a smaller fraction of the flux being emitted at such
blue wavelengths.
This implies that the spectral correspondence may be
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applies to PS1-11af. The other objects, along with the plotted fil-
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gP1, 4110 A˚; Gezari et al. 2012), SN 2010gx (black dashed line;
g/B, 3546/3770 A˚; Pastorello et al. 2010; Quimby et al. 2011),
PS1-10bzj (black dotted line; rP1, 3740 A˚; Lunnan et al. 2013), and
PTF11rks (black dot-dashed line; g, 3900 A˚; Inserra et al. 2013).
Arrows denote 3σ upper limits.
coincidental. The SLSNe generally show some spectral
evolution over time, so the similarity may not neces-
sarily hold true at other times. Even PS1-10bzj had
a spectrum on Day +15 (only ∼8 d after the plotted
one) that had evolved in the UV and developed stronger
optical lines (Lunnan et al. 2013), no longer appear-
ing as similar to PS1-11af. The optical spectra of the
SLSN 2010gx started to resemble normal SNe Ic by Day
+21 (Pastorello et al. 2010), an epoch prior to that of our
BC spectrum of PS1-11af with the UV features. Other,
more luminous, SLSNe do evolve more slowly spectro-
scopically (e.g., SCP06F6; Barbary et al. 2009). Unlike
PS1-11af, none of the published SLSNe exhibiting these
UV features had a prior epoch of spectroscopy lacking
them.
The spectral evolution of the SLSNe reflects the de-
creasing photospheric temperature. As mentioned above,
the relatively constant colors of PS1-11af are different
from the rapid redward evolution of most SNe. The
hydrogen-poor SLSNe 2010gx and PS1-10bzj shown in
Figure 6 demonstrate this behavior. Despite colors near
maximum light that approach those seen in PS1-11af,
by ∼20 d after peak they are redder than PS1-11af is
even at Day +100. The SLSN 2008es is also an inter-
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esting object for comparison. At early times, the spec-
tra had a very blue continuum with only weak He II
λ4686 emission (Gezari et al. 2009a). Only at later
times did Balmer lines from the hydrogen-rich ejecta be-
come apparent as the object cooled (Miller et al. 2009;
Gezari et al. 2009a). The cooling is apparent from the
redward evolution of the color curve in Figure 6 away
from the colors of PS1-11af.
This distinction points to a fundamental difference be-
tween PS1-11af and the SLSNe, so we discuss it in more
detail. In the absence of other sources of energy input,
adiabatic expansion of SN ejecta causes them to cool.
This is especially true after maximum light, because the
photon diffusion timescale becomes shorter than the ex-
pansion timescale of the ejecta (Arnett 1982), and thus
SNe powered by energy sources that decline with time
(such as radioactive 56Ni or the spindown energy of mag-
netars) also cool after maximum light. Even SNe IIP,
which have additional energy input from hydrogen re-
combination, cool and become redder on the plateau
(e.g., Leonard et al. 2002).
A possible exception to these trends is provided by
SNe IIn, where ongoing circumstellar (CSM) interaction
supplies the additional energy necessary to slow the color
evolution. There are few published UV light curves of
SNe IIn, but we show the Swift u − v color curve of
SN 2007pk in Figure 6 (Pritchard et al. 2012). That ob-
ject was initially very blue, but rapidly became redder as
the level of CSM interaction was insufficient to prevent
the ejecta shell from cooling. A subset of SNe IIn exhibit
much slower evolution, with long-lived CSM interaction
causing the light curve to fade very slowly. We show the
U −V light curve of a prominent recent example of such
an object, SN 2010jl, in Figure 6 (Zhang et al. 2012). Al-
though the color evolves very slowly, it is >1 mag redder
than PS1-11af.
In addition, CSM interaction that is sufficiently strong
and long-lived to slow the light curve evolution should
also be apparent from the spectra. The same CSM that
provides the ongoing interaction luminosity in SNe IIn
is ionized by the SN shock prior to the interaction and
produces strong Balmer line emission (Chugai 2001), but
such lines are not present in PS1-11af at any time. Some
models for SLSNe can fit their light curves with shock
breakout through a thick CSM shell, but those models
predict fast declines after the peak if there is no addi-
tional CSM material outside of the initial shell. If the
wind continues outside the initial shell, as is necessary for
a slow decline rate, SN IIn-like emission lines would be
expected (Chevalier & Irwin 2011; Ginzburg & Balberg
2012).
The lack of color evolution of PS1-11af also has im-
plications for the interpretation of the SED that are in-
consistent with the SN hypothesis. It is common in the
literature to fit SN SEDs with a single-temperature BB
and compute TBB and the implied radius of a spheri-
cal emitting region (RBB). Although SN photospheres
recede through the ejecta in a comoving sense, the pho-
tospheric radii are physically expanding, so RBB gen-
erally increases with time through maximum light and
well beyond. The luminosity still decreases after the
peak of the light curve because the cooling TBB suf-
ficiently compensates for the increase in RBB. RBB
only starts to decrease once the SN ejecta start to
become optically thin and the SN begins the tran-
sition to the nebular phase. This is true for ob-
jects ranging from normal SNe II (e.g., Leonard et al.
2002) and Ib/c (Soderberg et al. 2008; Modjaz et al.
2009) to the SN IIn 2007pk (Pritchard et al. 2012)
and even SLSNe (Miller et al. 2009; Gezari et al. 2009a;
Quimby et al. 2011; Chomiuk et al. 2011; Lunnan et al.
2013; Inserra et al. 2013).
However, with LBB∝R
2
BBT
4
BB, the approximately con-
stant TBB of PS1-11af implies that RBB rises and falls
with LBB in a manner not seen in SNe, as shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 8. In addition, the signif-
icantly higher TBB of PS1-11af corresponds to signifi-
cantly smaller RBB at late times. RBB for PS1-11af
never became larger than ∼1.2×1015 cm, and fell to
∼6×1014 cm on Day +60. By contrast, the SLSNe have
RBB that grow with time to values an order of magni-
tude larger, approaching 1016 cm by ∼60 d after max-
imum light (Quimby et al. 2011; Chomiuk et al. 2011;
Lunnan et al. 2013). A SN interpretation of PS1-11af
would have to explain not only why RBB remains so small
for a source with LBB comparable to SLSNe, but how
RBB can fall after maximum light without TBB cooling
significantly or PS1-11af exhibiting any signs in the SED
or spectra of the ejecta becoming optically thin in the
transition to the nebular phase.
The compactness of RBB for PS1-11af has other impli-
cations as well. The P-Cygni features of SNe form in the
region exterior to the optically-thick photosphere. In ho-
mologous expansion, the velocities of absorption features
should agree with RBB of the photosphere divided by
the time since explosion, to within factors of order unity
due to radiative transfer effects (e.g., Kirshner & Kwan
1974). In addition, RBB for SLSNe have been shown
to increase with time at a rate approximately equal
to the velocities measured from the absorption lines
(Quimby et al. 2011; Chomiuk et al. 2011; Lunnan et al.
2013).
At the epoch of our Day +24 spectrum, we esti-
mate that RBB for PS1-11af was 9.2×10
14 cm. This
occurred 38.5 d after the first detection, which sets a
lower limit on the time since explosion in a SN inter-
pretation. In turn, this would imply that the material
at the photosphere could be moving at a maximum of
2800 km s−1. However, the UV absorption features have
FWHMs of ∼104 km s−1, regardless of their identifica-
tion. If we identify the 2680 A˚ absorption as being due
to Mg II λ2800 doublet, the minimum of the absorption
is blueshifted by ∼13,000 km s−1. In other words, ma-
terial moving in homologous expansion at the velocities
implied by the absorption features would be far away
(radii &4.3×1015 cm) from the inferred BB photosphere.
Finally, the host environment of PS1-11af is unlike
that of any known hydrogen-poor SLSN. The host galax-
ies of all hydrogen-poor SLSNe studied to date have
blue colors, strong emission lines, and other evidence of
vigorous star formation activity (e.g., Neill et al. 2011;
Quimby et al. 2011; Chomiuk et al. 2011; Stoll et al.
2011; Lunnan et al. 2013). Although we cannot ex-
clude the possibility of an undetectably small amount
of star formation in the local environment of PS1-11af
around the host nucleus, the dominant stellar popula-
tion is clearly older than a Gyr (Section 3.1).
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In summary, SNe exhibit consistency between the var-
ious BB parameters and their time evolution with their
spectroscopic features, due to the basic properties of ex-
panding ejecta. However, the long-lasting blue colors of
PS1-11af are evidence of a different time evolution driven
by different underlying physics. The spectroscopic ab-
sorption features are not easy to accommodate in a model
with approximately thermal ejecta in simple homologous
expansion. The fits imply that RBB does not expand and
TBB does not cool in the manner expected for SN ejecta.
A SN interpretation for PS1-11af would have to explain
the apparently unique relationships between these ob-
servables for this object as well as its location at the
center of a massive galaxy exhibiting no signs of recent
star formation.
6. PS1-11af AS A TDE
Having ruled out SNe and AGN activity as plausible
explanations for PS1-11af, we now interpret the observa-
tions in terms of a TDE. We estimate the expected black
hole mass (Mbh) of the host of PS1-11af using scaling re-
lations from the local universe. There is some ambiguity
in the proper estimate for the bulge mass because we do
not fully resolve potential substructure in the galaxy. If
we identify the central 7×109 M⊙ core of the light pro-
file with the bulge, the relations of Ha¨ring & Rix (2004)
predict Mbh≈(8±2)×10
6 M⊙, while using the total stel-
lar mass of the galaxy likely sets an upper limit on Mbh
of (1.6±0.4)×107 M⊙. In the following discussion, we
initially adoptMbh=10
7 M⊙, with a factor of two uncer-
tainty.
6.1. Optical Comparison to Previous TDEs
PS1-10jh was a well-observed TDE discovered by PS1
(Gezari et al. 2012). It had a similar light curve shape
to PS1-11af (Figure 11), with similarly long-lived blue
optical colors (Figure 6). However, the NUV to optical
color was bluer for PS1-10jh, implying a minimum TBB
of 30,000 K. Gezari et al. (2012) argue that the intrinsic
TBB had to be even higher, with a minimum of∼50,000 K
being necessary to supply sufficient ionizing photons for
the observed He II emission lines at early times. A mod-
est amount of reddening (E(B − V )=0.08 mag) could
reconcile this with the data.
We investigate the possibility of extinction for PS1-
11af and find that E(B − V )≈0.2 mag is necessary for
the best-fit TBB of the Day +10 GALEX+PS1 SED to
equal 30,000 K, and doubling that value pushes TBB up
to nearly 105 K. However, such a large extinction would
imply that LBB is 1.6×10
46 erg s−1, more than ten times
the Eddington luminosity (LEdd) for a 10
7 M⊙ black
hole. If we assume that the maximum permitted LBB
is ∼3LEdd for Mbh≈10
7 M⊙ (the factor of three is to
be conservative and allow for some uncertainty in the
parameters), then we can set an upper limit on the red-
dening of E(B −V ).0.35 mag, which corresponds to an
upper limit of TBB.5.4×10
4 K. While the best fit for
the host galaxy SED has zero reddening (Section 3.1),
we cannot exclude the possibility of some gas and dust
local to the environment of PS1-11af in the nucleus. The
broadband SED fits for Sw 1644+57 implied substan-
tially more extinction for the transient than was derived
for the host galaxy (Bloom et al. 2011; Levan et al. 2011;
Burrows et al. 2011; Zauderer et al. 2011). We note that
none of our galaxy-subtracted spectra exhibit any narrow
absorption lines from intervening gas (e.g., Mg II λ2800,
Ca II H+K, or Na I D), which argues against a large gas
column along the line of sight.
The two optically-selected SDSS TDEs of
van Velzen et al. (2011a) were discovered on the
decline, so there are only lower limits on the peak lumi-
nosities, but SDSS TDE2 appears to be most analogous
to PS1-11af. It peaked at Lg>4.1×10
43 erg s−1 and
had an average TBB=18,200 K, both of which are fairly
similar to PS1-11af. van Velzen et al. (2011a) identified
several distinctive characteristics of their two events
compared to other transients and variable AGN in
Stripe 82, including the extremely blue color and slow
luminosity and color evolution. They parameterized
the slow evolution using the somewhat unusual units of
d lnLg/dt and d lnTBB/dt. We estimate Lg from λfλ in
rP1 and TBB from the BB fits to the PS1 gP1rP1iP1zP1
photometry above. We fit linear relationships to the
logarithms of both of these quantities after maximum
light and find d lnLg/dt=(−1.8±0.2)×10
−2 d−1 and
d lnTBB/dt=(−0.2±2)×10
−3 d−1, very similar to the
values for both of the SDSS TDEs.
van Velzen et al. (2011a) also noted the unusual com-
bination of the very blue color and its slow evolution
for their objects. Our photometry does not extend suf-
ficiently blue to cover the SDSS u′ band so we can-
not directly compare our measurements to the observer-
frame quantities used by van Velzen et al. (2011a). How-
ever, the higher redshift of PS1-11af allows us to com-
pensate somewhat for this. We de-redshift our Day
−5 and +24 spectra to z=0.2 (similar to the SDSS
TDEs) and use STSDAS/SYNPHOT19 in IRAF to synthe-
size observer-frame colors. The average colors of PS1-
11af from the two shifted spectra are u′− g′=−0.24 mag
and g′−r′=−0.18 mag. We also fit a line to the gP1−zP1
points (fairly close to u′− r′ in the rest frame) from Fig-
ure 6 and find a slope of (0.1±3)×10−3 mag d−1, consis-
tent with no evolution. The combination of these colors
and their stability over a long time baseline places PS1-
11af in the same parts of parameter space as both of the
SDSS TDEs in the diagrams of van Velzen et al. (2011a),
and away from the SNe and AGN-like variables. This is
further evidence that their objects are of a similar class
as PS1-11af.
Cenko et al. (2012a) described the discovery of
PTF 10iya, a fast evolving and UV bright nuclear flare.
They modeled it as being the result of the early super-
Eddington phase of accretion following the tidal disrup-
tion of a solar-type star by a ∼107 M⊙ black hole. That
object was very different from PS1-11af, despite a sim-
ilar TBB. It had a somewhat higher peak luminosity
(&1044 erg s−1, depending on the extinction correction),
but declined very rapidly (∼0.3 mag d−1) compared to
PS1-11af. PTF 10iya also had a bright associated X-ray
source, with LX≈10
44 erg s−1. Unfortunately, we have
no constraints on the high-energy emission from PS1-
11af.
The two relativistic TDEs, Sw 1644+57 and
Sw 2058+05, have much more limited optical data
19 http://www.stsci.edu/institute/software hardware/stsdas/synphot
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(apparently because of high extinction in the case of
Sw 1644+57: Bloom et al. 2011; Zauderer et al. 2011).
Sw 2058+05 did have a slowly evolving UV/optical light
curve, but TBB had a lower limit of 6×10
4 K and
LBB&10
45 erg s−1, indicating a significantly more lumi-
nous accretion event than for PS1-11af with a bluer SED
(Cenko et al. 2012b).
Several UV-selected TDE candidates have been found
in GALEX observations (Gezari et al. 2008, 2009b).
These events had bluer SEDs than PS1-11af (α≈1.1–
1.4) and their inferred TBB are correspondingly hotter.
Single-temperature BB fits found TBB in the range (4.4–
12)×104 K (Gezari et al. 2009b), which is more compa-
rable to the &105 K expectations for accretion disks near
the tidal radius. The light curves for these objects are
also generally consistent with a t−5/3 decline, although
the lack of data points on the rise allows for some freedom
in the light curve fits.
The TDE candidate D3-13 (Gezari et al. 2008) may
be instructive for PS1-11af. A Chandra detection at late
times required TBB>1.2×10
5 K, while the UV/optical
data at earlier times were better fit by a separate
TBB∼10
4 K component in a two-temperature fit. The
data were not taken simultaneously, but may point to
the existence of a hotter component that is not obvious
in the optical data, even if it dominates the bolometric
luminosity (Gezari et al. 2008).
6.2. Light Curve Fits
We use the bolometric light curve from Figure 11 (the
observed gP1 light curve multiplied by a bolometric cor-
rection to match the LBB from the GALEX+PS1 SED
fit on Day +10) to constrain the accretion properties of
PS1-11af. Third-order polynomial fits to the data around
peak give a maximum Lbol of (8.5±0.2)×10
43 erg s−1,
where the errors are derived by Monte Carlo resam-
plings of the observed light curve. This translates to
Lbol/LEdd≈0.07
+0.13
−0.03. Similarly, we perform a trape-
zoidal integration of the light curve to find the minimum
total radiated energy of (4.1±0.1)×1050 erg between the
first and last detections. If we assume a radiative effi-
ciency factor, η≈0.1, then the minimum necessary ac-
creted mass onto the black hole is M≈0.002 (0.1/η)M⊙.
This is only a lower limit because it does not include the
tail of the light curve at late times and, as we saw above,
a small amount of extinction can dramatically increase
the flux in the UV where the peak of the SED is and we
have few constraints on the SED shape. Still, the low
value for Lbol (and hence the accreted mass) is sugges-
tive of a scenario involving only a partial disruption of a
star.
The observed range of RBB is ∼(5–12)×10
14 cm (Fig-
ure 8). These values are not straightforward to interpret
in the TDE case because they were derived from the nor-
malization of the BB fits by assuming a spherical emit-
ting surface. The geometry of the TDE accretion flow
could be quite different, with most models assuming that
a disk dominates the UV/optical continuum unless repro-
cessing is invoked (Loeb & Ulmer 1997; Lodato & Rossi
2011; Strubbe & Quataert 2011; Guillochon et al. 2013).
Nevertheless, these radii provide a useful scale for the
system, as they correspond to 135–400 Schwarzschild
radii. Even allowing for uncertainty in Mbh, they are
far outside the expected tidal radius for a main sequence
star. These radii are near the tidal radius for red gi-
ant stars, but TDEs with disruption radii that far from
the central black hole are expected to have light curves
with rise times of order a year, rather than a few weeks
(MacLeod et al. 2012b).
We emphasize that these numbers have substantial sys-
tematic uncertainties. Most of the energy is emitted
in the UV, where we only have the limited GALEX
observations to constrain the SED and light curve, al-
though TBB determined from the PS1 observations alone
is consistent with the fit to GALEX+PS1. Our assump-
tion that the SED can be approximated as a single-
temperature BB is definitely an oversimplification, as
demonstrated by the UV excess of the galaxy-subtracted
spectra relative to a BB (Figure 7). We know that some
UV absorption features are present on Day +24, near
the time of the GALEX observations, so if any others
were present in the NUV bandpass, the UV flux might
be suppressed and TBB would be underestimated.
We have no information about any possible emission
extending to higher energies. In the cases of PTF 10iya
and D3-13, the X-ray emission carried a comparable or
greater amount of energy to the UV/optical component
without lying on an extrapolation of the low-energy SED
(Cenko et al. 2012a; Gezari et al. 2008). If such emission
were present in PS1-11af, it would be undetectable in our
dataset. Our derived values for M˙acc are therefore best
regarded as lower limits.
We now consider the shapes of the light curves to see
if they are consistent with expectations from numerical
modeling of stellar disruptions. We start with the es-
timated bolometric light curve from above and convert
it to a mass accretion rate, M˙acc, assuming that η=0.1.
The output M˙acc of numerical simulations are self sim-
ilar, with the time and accretion rate variables being
rescalable functions of Mbh and the mass and radius of
the disrupted star, M⋆ and R⋆.
We first fit to the simulations of Lodato et al. (2009),
which were performed for the full disruption of a star at
the tidal radius with a range of polytrope indices (γ; as-
suming an equation of state with P∝ργ). We focus on
models with γ=5/3, appropriate for low-mass stars, be-
cause of the small accreted mass for PS1-11af. We find an
excellent fit (top panel of Figure 12) for a disruption oc-
curring 39 d prior to the peak of the light curve if we scale
the time variable from the fiducial value by 0.73±0.03.
With the scalings from Lodato et al. (2009), this implies
Mbh=(5.4±0.5)×10
5 (M⋆/M⊙)
2 (R⋆/R⊙)
−3 M⊙. Even
for a representative low-mass main sequence star with
M⋆=0.3 M⊙ (and R⋆=0.3 R⊙; Tout et al. 1996), Mbh
is still ∼1.8×106 M⊙, well below our expectations from
the host scaling arguments. Also, we had to apply a large
vertical scaling factor to the plotted curve because M˙acc
is so low. The integral under the curve implies a total
accreted mass of only 0.003 M⊙. This is inconsistent
with the full disruption of even a low-mass star, which
was one of the assumptions of the Lodato et al. (2009)
simulations.
Therefore, we also examine partial disruption mod-
els (Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013), which parame-
terize the ratio of the tidal radius to the pericenter
distance where the (partial) disruption occurs as β.
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Figure 12. Fits of TDE models to M˙acc. We convert the bolomet-
ric light to M˙acc by assuming a fiducial radiative efficiency factor
of η=0.1. The top panel shows a fit using the γ=5/3 model of
Lodato et al. (2009), with the time of disruption occurring 39 d
before the peak of the light curve. The bottom panel uses the par-
tial disruption model of Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz (2013), with
disruption occurring 62 d before peak. In each panel, the dashed
line marks the traditional t−5/3 power law expectation for TDE
light curves.
Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz (2013) give scaling relations
for their families of curves in terms of several observables,
but two of the parameters, the time from disruption to
the peak and the asymptotic power-law index, depend
on knowing the unobserved time of disruption. We es-
timate the mass lost by the star as 2×Macc≈0.006 M⊙,
from which we estimate β≈0.57. We fit our light curve
with the β=0.55 model of Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz
(2013) in the bottom panel of Figure 12, and can find
good fits with M⋆=0.65 M⊙ and Mbh=10
6 M⊙. This
is not intended to be a complete search of all parameter
space, but instead to demonstrate that the shape of the
light curve is compatible with the curve of M˙acc(t) from
a partial-disruption event.
The fits with both sets of models prefer smaller val-
ues for Mbh (∼10
6 M⊙) by about an order of magnitude
than we expect based on the mass of the host galaxy. In
each case, it is driven by the short rise time of the light
curve because the time axis scales as Mbh
1/2. Our first
detection of PS1-11af is on Day −14.5 at a flux level that
is a factor of ∼3–4 below the peak. By contrast, PS1-
10jh had a rise time after the first detection of ∼50 d
(Figure 11; Gezari et al. 2012). This is not just a con-
sequence of PS1-10jh being brighter and more easily de-
tectable at fainter flux levels because it still took more
than 30 d to rise the final two magnitudes to maximum
light. Gezari et al. (2012) found that the same γ=5/3
model of Lodato et al. (2009) required a time stretch fac-
tor of 1.38, compared to 0.73 for PS1-11af. Similarly,
Guillochon et al. (2013) found a good fit to PS1-10jh
with their partial disruption models with β=0.87 and
Mbh=10
7 M⊙. Their derived Mbh was somewhat higher
than expected from the host stellar mass relationship,
which they attribute to scatter in the Mbh-Mbulge rela-
tionship.
A major problem with the interpretation of both fits to
the PS1-11af light curve is that the connection between
M˙ of stellar debris returning to pericenter and the light
curve in any given observed band depends on the details
of the hydrodynamics of the gas (e.g., whether an out-
flow forms) and the radiative transfer, along with their
evolution through the event. We use the observed con-
stancy of the colors to estimate M˙acc from the gP1 light
curve with a constant scaling factor, but it is not clear
that this is always justified, and is certainly not expected
in basic models.
Lodato & Rossi (2011) computed multiband light
curves for the Lodato et al. (2009) models, including the
effects of a wind (Strubbe & Quataert 2009). None of
their models exceed νLν of ∼few×10
42 erg s−1 in the
optical band, an order of magnitude below that observed
for PS1-11af, and most are closer to 1041 erg s−1. This is
a consequence of the models having hotter spectra than
PS1-11af and emitting more of their radiation at higher
energy. In addition, the model spectra evolve strongly
with time, leading to light curve shapes in each band that
are quite different from the mass return rates derived
from the properties of the disrupted stars. Gezari et al.
(2012) also found that PS1-10jh had a light curve shape
that closely matched the shape of the disruption mod-
els of Lodato et al. (2009) and lacked the expected color
evolution.
Guillochon et al. (2013) were able to fit the shapes of
the light curves of PS1-10jh by including a reprocess-
ing component to convert the accretion disk luminosity
to a softer component with a roughly constant temper-
ature, although their model invoked an unusually gray
dust extinction law. They emphasize that pure accretion
disk models cannot simultaneously satisfy the condition
that the luminosity directly follows M˙acc and maintain
a constant color. The origin of the reprocessing mate-
rial is not understood. It could result from shocks at
the disruption radius as the returning stellar debris in-
teracts with itself or it could represent a version of the
accretion disk winds seen in regular AGN (Murray et al.
1995). Reprocessing of some form has long been invoked
to explain AGN SEDs, which also exhibit low disk tem-
peratures relative to the expectations of naive thin disk
models (Koratkar & Blaes 1999). See Lawrence (2012)
for a recent review of this issue and some possible solu-
tions.
Strubbe & Quataert (2011) predict the existence of a
TDE outflow, but only as long as the accretion rate
is super-Eddington. After maximum light, as the rate
of mass return to pericenter drops, the optical depth
in the wind drops and leaves the hotter disk more ex-
posed (Lodato & Rossi 2011). TBB for PS1-11af does
not evolve in this fashion. For our inferred accretion rate
for PS1-11af to approach Eddington would require in-
voking some UV extinction, an unobserved high-energy
emission component (or at least more emission at shorter
wavelengths than implied by the Wien tail of our single-
temperature BB fits), or a smaller than expected Mbh.
In an outflow scenario, the slight decrease in RBB af-
ter maximum light could be explained by the decrease
in M˙acc (and hence LBB) providing less radiation pres-
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sure and a weaker wind. Strubbe & Quataert (2011)
also include the effects of the unbound material from
the disrupted star in their models, but the simulations
of Guillochon et al. (2013) indicate that self-gravity con-
fines the unbound material and it has little effect on the
SED or spectrum.
In summary, the shape of the light curve of PS1-11af
can be acceptably fit by both full and partial tidal dis-
ruption models (Figure 12). However, the normalization
to the low observed luminosity requires an accreted mass
that is too low for a full disruption of a star. This incon-
sistency with the full disruption model leads us to favor
a partial disruption scenario. However, if the bulk of the
luminosity is emitted at higher energy, then the total ac-
creted mass could be significantly higher. We note that
the two models shown in Figure 12 have late-time decay
rates that are in one case slower and the other faster than
the canonical t−5/3 value. This demonstrates the perils
of attempting to match the observed late-time decay rate
to theoretical expectations when the time of disruption
is not observed, even for objects with light curves that
are well sampled on the rise to maximum light.
6.3. Lack of a Relativistic Jet
Sw 1644+57 and Sw 2058+05 were both discovered due
to a high-energy trigger and their long-lived, luminous X-
ray counterparts were interpreted as the results of on-axis
relativistic jets (Bloom et al. 2011; Levan et al. 2011;
Burrows et al. 2011; Zauderer et al. 2011; Cenko et al.
2012b). We have no X-ray observations of PS1-11af, so
we cannot exclude the possibility of such a high-energy
counterpart here. However, any relativistic outflow
should produce detectable radio emission, even if it is
not oriented along our line of sight (Giannios & Metzger
2011). Most radio observations to date of other TDEs
and TDE candidates have not detected any emission
(Bower et al. 2013; van Velzen et al. 2013). However,
there are one or two X-ray selected TDE candidates with
late-time radio emission, potentially from off-axis jets
(Bower et al. 2013).
Our three epochs of VLA non-detections strongly con-
strain the presence of any relativistic outflow. The red-
shift of PS1-11af is only slightly higher than that of
Sw 1644+57, so an equivalently powerful relativistic jet
would be easily detectable, even if it were viewed off-axis.
As shown in Figure 13, the peak 5.8 GHz radio flux of
Sw 1644+57 (Zauderer et al. 2011; Berger et al. 2012) is
a factor of 100–300 above our non-detections of PS1-11af
on similar timescales.
Several models for the radio emission from jets pro-
duced by TDEs exist in the literature. One class invokes
an analogy to gamma-ray burst (GRB) afterglows, with
both reverse and forward shocks (Giannios & Metzger
2011; Metzger et al. 2012) from the decelerating blast
wave potentially contributing to the observed radio emis-
sion. An alternative invokes internal shocks within
the jet, by analogy to AGN jets (van Velzen et al.
2011b). A relativistic outflow with a kinetic en-
ergy of EK becomes non-relativistic on a timescale of
∼300 (EK/10
52 erg)1/3n−1/3 d, where n is the circumnu-
clear density, assumed to be uniform (e.g., Bower et al.
2013). On that timescale, comparable to that of our
late-time observations of PS1-11af, the emission becomes
more easily detectable by off-axis observers.
Figure 13. 5 GHz upper limits for PS1-11af (black triangles).
The abcissa represents observer-frame time since disruption, as-
sumed to be 40 d before the optical peak for PS1-11af. The
dashed line is the 5.8 GHz light curve of Sw 1644+57 scaled to
the redshift of PS1-11af (Zauderer et al. 2011; Berger et al. 2012;
Zauderer et al. 2013). The other lines represent impulsive GRB-
like afterglow models from the BOXFIT code (van Eerten et al.
2012), expanding into a constant density medium (n=1 cm−3)
with an opening angle of θjet=0.1. The solid and dashed lines in
red have EK=10
52 erg (as in Sw 1644+57; Zauderer et al. 2013),
viewed 30◦ and 60◦ off-axis, respectively. The corresponding lines
in blue have the kinetic energy scaled down by a factor of 10. We
also show a model (red dot-dashed line) with EK=10
52 erg viewed
90◦ off-axis (actually 89.95◦ for numerical reasons). In all models,
the microphysical parameters representing the fractions of energy
in the electrons and magnetic fields, ǫe and ǫB, were fixed to match
the best-fit values for Sw 1644+57 of 0.1 and 0.01, respectively
(Zauderer et al. 2013).
We take advantage of this fact to set limits on the
presence of a relativistic jet by generating light curves
using the GRB afterglow models produced by the BOX-
FIT code of van Eerten et al. (2012) rather than making
detailed TDE jet models. The most important differ-
ence between jets produced by GRBs and by TDEs is
that the former have a single impulsive episode of energy
injection and the latter can have energy injection ex-
tending to late times (Berger et al. 2012; De Colle et al.
2012). However, we assume that this distinction primar-
ily affects the shapes of the model light curves and is less
important for predicting the timing and flux of the peak
in the radio band, which mostly reflect the total energy
in the jet and its orientation relative to our line of sight
(van Eerten & MacFadyen 2012).
We limit our models to those with microphysical pa-
rameters fixed to the best-fit values from afterglow mod-
els for Sw 1644+57 (Berger et al. 2012; Zauderer et al.
2013). BOXFIT assumes a constant density medium
that we set to n=1 cm−3. We initially use EK=10
52 erg
to match the total energy in the jet measured for
Sw 1644+57 for an assumed opening angle of θjet = 0.1
(Zauderer et al. 2013). Light curves observed 30◦ and
60◦ from the axis of such a jet are shown in Figure 13 and
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the peak fluxes clearly violate our upper limits for PS1-
11af. If we scale the energy in the jet down by a factor of
10, the 60◦ off-axis case is only marginally consistent with
the data. Also, a jet as powerful as Sw 1644+57 oriented
in the plane of the sky (90◦ off-axis) could still be consis-
tent with our limits because the radio peak is pushed to
even later times (as expected; van Eerten & MacFadyen
2012). An unusually low density medium could also sup-
press the radio emission. We defer more detailed consid-
eration of the parameter space excluded by our limits on
off-axis jet production to future work.
Jet formation in TDEs could be strongly tied to the ac-
cretion rate relative to Eddington (Giannios & Metzger
2011; De Colle et al. 2012; Tchekhovskoy et al. 2013;
van Velzen et al. 2013; Bower et al. 2013). By analogy
with X-ray binaries, Tchekhovskoy et al. (2013) hypoth-
esize that jets are features of either super-Eddington or
strongly sub-Eddington phases. The jet in Sw 1644+57
can be modeled by assuming that energy injection ended
when the accretion rate dropped below a threshold value
(Zauderer et al. 2013; De Colle et al. 2012). One pos-
sibility for PS1-11af not forming a jet is that the peak
accretion rate of ∼0.07 M˙Edd simply never reached a suf-
ficiently high value. If Mbh really is closer to 10
6 M⊙, as
derived from the light curve fits, or if there is a significant
unobserved high-energy emission component, then M˙acc
would be closer to the Eddington value and the lack of jet
formation would have to be tied to some other parameter,
such as the black hole spin or the magnetization of the
stellar debris. Only ∼10% of optically-luminous quasars
are radio loud (Kellermann et al. 1989), and a similar
fraction could be applicable to TDEs (Bower et al. 2013).
6.4. Origin of Transient UV Absorption Features
We now return to the most novel aspect of PS1-11af
compared to previously-observed TDEs and TDE can-
didates, the transient broad UV absorption features. A
zoom-in on the two absorption features is shown in Fig-
ure 14. We fit Gaussians to the two absorption features in
the galaxy-subtracted Day +24 spectrum. The shortest-
wavelength one has a centroid of 2470 A˚ and a FWHM
of 10,100±1200 km s−1. The other one is centered at
2680 A˚ with a FWHM of 10,200±400 km s−1. The rest-
frame equivalent widths are ∼25 and 50 A˚, respectively.
No additive offset has been applied to the flux scale in
Figure 14, so the zeropoint is appropriate for the spectra.
The 2680 A˚ absorption has a minimum at about half of
the interpolated continuum flux. Although the Day −5
LDSS spectrum becomes noisy very rapidly at shorter
wavelengths due to the low instrument sensitivity in the
blue, the 2680 A˚ absorption would be quite prominent if
it were present.
The redshift of PS1-11af is higher than most of the
other TDEs, so the very few available spectra for other
objects do not generally cover the wavelengths of these
features and we cannot determine whether they are
present. For example, the spectra of PS1-10jh and
SDSS TDE2 do not extend sufficiently far to the UV
(Figure 10; Gezari et al. 2012; van Velzen et al. 2011a).
An important exception is Sw 2058+05, which is at
the much higher redshift of 1.1853, and has no obvi-
ous broad spectral features in the rest-frame UV despite
high-quality spectra (Cenko et al. 2012b). The 2680 A˚
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Figure 14. Broad UV absorption features in the Day +24 spec-
trum of PS1-11af (red). The Day −5 spectrum (blue) lacks any
features. The top black spectrum is the same Day +7 spectrum of
PS1-10bzj shown in previous plots (Lunnan et al. 2013). Although
multiplicative scaling factors have been applied for clarity, no con-
stant offsets have been added to the PS1-11af or PS1-10bzj spectra.
Note that the PS1-10bzj spectrum exhibits narrow Mg II absorp-
tion from gas along the line of sight which is not present in either of
the PS1-11af spectra. The bottom black spectrum is the composite
low-ionization BALQSO spectrum from Brotherton et al. (2001),
shifted down by the indicated amount. The dashed lines for each of
the PS1-11af spectra are power-law fits to the continuum between
3000–6000 A˚. The dot-dashed lines are TBB=19,080 K BB spectra
normalized to match the continuum at 3500 A˚. See Section 6.4 for
discussion.
feature would be on the blue edge of the observed wave-
length range for the first spectrum of PTF 10iya, but
does not appear to be present (Cenko et al. 2012a).
PS1-11af also lacks the optical emission lines seen in
some other objects. PS1-10jh exhibited broad He II
λ4686 and λ3203 emission prior to maximum light, with
FWHMs of 9,000±700 km s−1(Gezari et al. 2012), and
SDSS TDE2 had a broad Hα line after maximum light
with a FWHM of 8000 km s−1(van Velzen et al. 2011a).
None of these lines appear in any of our PS1-11af spec-
tra at any epoch, and it is clear from Figure 10 that we
would have easily been able to detect a He II λ4686 emis-
sion line with the same equivalent width as that seen in
PS1-10jh. Gezari et al. (2012) argued that the observed
SED of PS1-10jh did not supply enough ionizing pho-
tons to explain the observed He II line fluxes, and so
invoked a modest amount of extinction and a higher in-
trinsic TBB. PS1-11af is not as blue as PS1-10jh, so one
possibility is simply that it has a lower intrinsic TBB and
cannot ionize sufficient helium for detectable emission.
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It is also perhaps not a coincidence that the FWHMs
of the absorption features in PS1-11af are similar to the
widths of the emission features in the other objects (and
in AGN) and may indicate that the line-forming regions
are at similar distances from the central black hole (in
units normalized to Mbh).
We now consider possible identifications for these fea-
tures. The red wing of the 2680 A˚ absorption rejoins the
apparent continuum level near 2800 A˚ (Figure 14). The
Mg II λ2800 doublet is a very natural identification for
this feature because it is strong in a wide variety of astro-
nomical objects and there are few strong isolated lines at
nearby wavelengths. As stated in Section 5, the absorp-
tion minimum is blueshifted by 13,000 km s−1, a reason-
able value given the FWHM of the feature. If the other
feature is blueshifted by a similar amount, it implies that
the rest wavelength of the absorbing ion should be near
2578 A˚. One possible candidate is Fe II, which has strong
resonance lines at λ2586 and λ2600. However, the feature
at similar wavelengths seen in SLSNe such as our PS1-
10bzj comparison has been identified as Si III λ2542, fol-
lowing Quimby et al. (2011), and supported by detailed
radiative transfer models (Dessart et al. 2012), although
some Fe II may contribute to the blend (Lunnan et al.
2013).
Strubbe & Quataert (2011) made predictions for spec-
tral signatures of a wind produced by super-Eddington
accretion at early times in TDEs. We inspect their out-
put spectra and the only line produced between 2500 and
3000 A˚ in any of their models is Mg II. Their models with
the Mg II absorption also predict stronger Balmer and
optical He II absorption, which we do not observe. Their
models assume a hot input spectrum (TBB&10
5 K) from
the disk at the base of the wind leading to significantly
hotter output spectra than we measure for PS1-11af and
hence a higher degree of ionization in their spectra. We
conclude that the Mg II identification for the 2680 A˚
absorption is robust, but regard the other one as more
uncertain.
Broad UV absorptions are seen in ∼10% of quasars,
known as the BALQSOs (Weymann et al. 1991). Ap-
proximately 15% of these exhibit absorption in low-
ionization lines, including the same Mg II and Fe II lines
as those (possibly) present in PS1-11af (Voit et al. 1993).
We show a composite spectrum of low-ionization BALQ-
SOs (Brotherton et al. 2001) in Figure 14 as a compari-
son. This may be somewhat misleading, as the process of
making a composite spectrum averages over discrete ab-
sorptions that are frequently narrower or detached from
the rest wavelength. The typical shapes of the absorption
troughs in BALQSOs (e.g., Voit et al. 1993; Hall et al.
2002) are generally quite different from the single broad
absorption with a smooth profile for each line in PS1-
11af. At lower luminosities, the intrinsic UV absorption
lines in Seyfert 1 galaxies tend to be narrow and located
at much lower velocities than the ∼104 km s−1 we see
here (Crenshaw et al. 1999).
Low-ionization BALQSOs are on average redder than
normal quasars due to dust extinction in the absorbers
(Sprayberry & Foltz 1992; Brotherton et al. 2001), but
PS1-11af is instead bluer than normal quasar SEDs.
While the high-ionization absorption lines in BALQSOs
may be formed coincident with the BLR (Murray et al.
1995), recent photoionization work has determined that
the low-ionization absorbers are located several kpc from
the central black hole (e.g., Moe et al. 2009). We con-
clude that although the absorption features in PS1-11af
potentially come from similar ions as those seen in low-
ionization BALQSOs, the physical situation is very dif-
ferent.
Assuming a virial equilibrium with v2 ≈ GMbh/R and
Mbh=10
7 M⊙, the expected typical velocities (v) for ma-
terial located near our derived RBB on Day +24 are
12,000 km s−1. This is impressively close to the measured
absorption blueshift of the Mg II line, given the uncer-
tainties in Mbh. There are also geometric uncertainties
in the interpretation of RBB in an accretion scenario and
the factors of order unity involved in relating the absorp-
tion velocities to the virial velocity if they are formed in
some sort of outflow with an asymptotic velocity that is
a fraction of the escape speed. Still, this approximate
equivalence, along with the fact that the line absorption
is completely blueshifted from the rest wavelength, is ev-
idence that the line formation region is in an outflow just
outside of the continuum formation region.
Guillochon et al. (2013) argued that the lack of hydro-
gen lines in PS1-10jh can be explained by high ionization
in the line-formation region. They analogize to reverber-
ation mapping results from AGN (Blandford & McKee
1982; Peterson et al. 2004), which imply that the typi-
cal distances of Hα and Hβ emission from the central
black hole for AGNs with the continuum luminosity of
PS1-10jh are larger than the outer radius of the de-
bris disk from the disrupted star. Such an explanation
is harder to understand here if our line identifications
are correct. It is true that our maximum values for
RBB are 1.2×10
15 cm (∼0.5 light-days), which is sig-
nificantly closer than the typical Hβ lags of ∼10 d for
AGN with continuum luminosities similar to that of PS1-
11af (Peterson et al. 2004). However, the Mg II λ2800
emissivity of BLR clouds closely tracks that of Hβ un-
der a wide variety of density, ionizing flux, and ioniz-
ing SED assumptions (Korista et al. 1997), and empiri-
cally, the FWHMs of the two emission lines are identical
(McLure & Jarvis 2002). This implies that the forma-
tion regions for these two lines should be very similar.
Our spectrum with the likely Mg II absorption lacks any
evidence of Hβ in emission or absorption (and does not
extend sufficiently far to the red to include Hα). Fur-
thermore, the Fe II emission (at least in the optical) has
been shown to originate in the outer parts of the BLR,
farther than the Hβ region (Barth et al. 2013), although
the only available reverberation lag measurement for the
same resonant UV1 Fe II multiplet that we likely see here
suggests that it may form closer to the high-ionization
C IV and Lyα lines (Maoz et al. 1993).
One possible way to understand the simultaneous ap-
pearance of Mg II and the lack of Balmer lines starts from
the observation that our spectrum with the line features
lacks strong Mg II emission as well (cf. the BALQSO
composite in Figure 14). The balance between the emis-
sion and absorption parts of the profile depends on the
optical depths and relative importance of scattering ver-
sus true absorption in a particular line, as well as the
geometry and density profile of the emitting region. In
pure scattering and a spherical geometry for an outflow,
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we might expect to see some SN-like P-Cygni emission
as well as absorption if there is an outflow.
Strubbe & Quataert (2011) instead argued that the
optical depths of resonance lines in the TDE outflow will
be small, and in contrast to the line-driven disk wind
models for BALQSOs (e.g., Murray et al. 1995), the ab-
sorption region in TDE outflows will form close to the
continuum photosphere, which limits the geometric ex-
tent of the emission region and the equivalent width of
any emission. Although the spectra of PS1-11af lack a
clear quasar-like Mg II emission line, there is weak evi-
dence for some broad emission. In Figure 14, we fit power
laws to the 3000–6000 A˚ continua and extrapolate them
to the UV (dashed lines). On Day −5, the power law
remains a decent fit at bluer wavelengths (with a little
excess emission). However, on Day +24, there appears
to be some excess relative to the power law near 2600
and 2800 A˚, to the red of each of the absorption lines,
with the continuum returning to match the best fit power
law near 2400 A˚. This is only weak evidence because it
is sensitive to our assumption about the intrinsic contin-
uum shape. If true, it is also possible that some of the
UV excess relative to a BB seen in Figure 7 is actually a
superposition of numerous weak emission features, as in
the “Little Blue Bump” of quasars.
Observationally, some SNe have suppressed Balmer P-
Cygni features at early times when the ejecta are hot,
even when the ejecta are known to be hydrogen rich. The
SLSN 2008es, which we used above as comparison for
the color evolution of PS1-11af, is a good example. The
Balmer lines did not become distinct until TBB dropped
below ∼15,000 K, below the temperatures measured for
PS1-11af (Miller et al. 2009; Gezari et al. 2009a). Even
in normal SNe II at very early times, a similar effect is
present when TBB is near 2×10
4 K and very steep den-
sity gradients in the outer ejecta lead to a very small line
formation region relative to the continuum photosphere
(Dessart et al. 2008), but such an explanation would not
apply in a situation with deep absorptions, where the
line formation region is likely extended. Nevertheless,
perhaps it is possible for radiative transfer effects to sup-
press the hydrogen absorption below the expectations
of Strubbe & Quataert (2011), although more detailed
work is needed to verify this.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented observations of the UV-bright tran-
sient PS1-11af, which was discovered by PS1 and also de-
tected by GALEX . The transient is coincident with the
nucleus of a quiescent early-type galaxy with no evidence
for either AGN activity or star formation. PS1-11af was
detected by PS1 for almost four months in the rest frame
and had unusually blue colors the entire time. A BB fit
to the GALEX+PS1 SED gave TBB=19,000 K, with lit-
tle sign of evolution over the course of observations. The
large amplitude of the transient, combined with the lack
of variability of the host in other observing seasons and
the very blue colors, are inconsistent with an AGN inter-
pretation.
Multiepoch spectroscopy of PS1-11af at early times re-
vealed several unusual features. At Day −5, the spectra
were completely featureless and were well fit by a power-
law continuum with fν∝ν
0.75. By Day +24, two broad
UV absorption features became apparent. These features
are strikingly similar to the P-Cygni absorption features
in the UV seen in some classes of SLSNe. However, the
derived BB parameters for the SED of the transient are
hard to accommodate in a SN interpretation. RBB does
not expand, and TBB does not cool. Moreover, the ap-
parent velocities of the absorption features are too high
to correspond to material in homologous expansion at
the photospheric radius implied by RBB.
The basic observables of the colors and optical lumi-
nosities, as well as the slow evolution of both, are com-
parable to values reported for the previous optically-
selected TDEs, PS1-10jh (Gezari et al. 2012) and the
two from SDSS (van Velzen et al. 2011a). The slow
evolution is unlike the fast-declining event PTF 10iya
(Cenko et al. 2012a). We can fit the shape of the light
curve with models for M˙acc from TDEs (Lodato et al.
2009; Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013), but we set a
lower limit on the accreted mass of ∼0.002 M⊙, which
is indicative of a partial disruption event. We lack any
constraints on emission shortward of the GALEX NUV
band, which could substantially raise the inferred M˙acc.
Our three epochs of non-detections from the VLA over
the course of two years after the disruption set strong
constraints on the existence of any relativistic outflow,
even one that is off-axis.
The relatively low and constant TBB measured for PS1-
11af and PS1-10jh require that the majority of the op-
tical light is reprocessed from the accretion disk, which
would otherwise be much hotter and emit a spectrum
that evolves with time (Strubbe & Quataert 2009, 2011;
Lodato & Rossi 2011; Guillochon et al. 2013). Our ob-
servations do not constrain the structure of the repro-
cessing component, but the broad blueshifted UV ab-
sorption features point to an outflow. Outflows have
been predicted for the early super-Eddington phase of
TDEs (Strubbe & Quataert 2009), but our basic mea-
sured parameters imply that the peak accretion rate for
PS1-11af is sub-Eddington. This contradiction can be
avoided if the majority of the luminosity is emitted at
higher energies by another spectral component, if there
is significant extinction, or if Mbh is substantially lower
than predicted by local scaling relationships. The last of
these possibilities is perhaps the most exciting, as TDEs
offer the promise of being one of the few probes ofMbh in
distant quiescent galaxies. Clearly, self-consistent mod-
els for the formation of the reprocessing component are
necessary if we wish to confidently use the observed prop-
erties of TDEs to study quiescent black holes in distant
galaxies.
However, much uncertainty remains in the interpre-
tation of the TDE light curves. Future objects would
benefit from simultaneous observations at higher energies
(such as with Chandra) to constrain the relative con-
tributions of the hotter emission from a disk and the
reprocessing component deduced from the cooler TBB
seen at UV and optical wavelengths. The connection be-
tween these cooler optically-selected TDEs such as PS1-
11af and previously reported soft X-ray and UV flares
with TBB&10
5 K is unclear (e.g., Komossa & Bade 1999;
Gezari et al. 2009b).
Finally, it is interesting to consider the observable
properties of PS1-11af at different redshifts. At z≈0.2,
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similar to previous optically-selected TDEs, the broad
UV absorption features would not be accessible to most
ground-based spectrographs. The transient would then
have a featureless blue optical spectrum and would be
associated with the nucleus of an early-type galaxy and
thus would probably not arouse suspicions of being a
SN. Conversely, at higher redshifts, as anticipated for
objects in the LSST era, the UV features of PS1-11af
would be more easily observable, possibly along with oth-
ers at shorter wavelengths. If such an event occurred in
a galaxy exhibiting nebular emission lines or other ev-
idence of star formation, it seems likely that the tran-
sient would be confused with a SN. In such a scenario,
careful consideration of the SED of the transient and its
(lack of) evolution in the LSST colors would be necessary
to discriminate between the two interpretations. At the
lower spatial resolution of observations at those higher
redshifts, the number of SNe with positions consistent
with the nucleus is already higher than the expected TDE
rate (Strubbe & Quataert 2011), making the search for
TDEs similar to PS1-11af in the LSST dataset challeng-
ing.
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Table 1
PS1-11af Photometry
MJD Epocha Filter Magnitudeb Error Instrument
(d) (AB)
55592.5 8.2 NUV 21.55 0.13 GALEX
55594.3 9.5 NUV 22.07 0.26 GALEX
55596.8 11.2 NUV 21.59 0.17 GALEX
55598.7 12.6 NUV 21.89 0.20 GALEX
55600.6 14.0 NUV 21.87 0.17 GALEX
55602.5 15.3 NUV 22.16 0.20 GALEX
55604.4 16.7 NUV 22.04 0.18 GALEX
55606.4 18.1 NUV 21.81 0.15 GALEX
55608.2 19.4 NUV 22.21 0.22 GALEX
55545.5 −25.3 gP1 >23.83 · · · PS1
55560.6 −14.5 gP1 22.65 0.26 PS1
55563.6 −12.4 gP1 22.23 0.18 PS1
55566.6 −10.3 gP1 21.65 0.08 PS1
55572.5 −6.1 gP1 21.52 0.10 PS1
55587.6 4.7 gP1 21.55 0.10 PS1
55590.5 6.8 gP1 21.35 0.04 PS1
55593.5 8.9 gP1 21.43 0.03 PS1
55596.4 11.0 gP1 21.60 0.06 PS1
55602.4 15.2 gP1 21.42 0.15 PS1
55614.3 23.7 gP1 21.80 0.09 PS1
55629.3 34.4 gP1 22.13 0.09 PS1
55632.3 36.5 gP1 22.57 0.15 PS1
55635.3 38.7 gP1 22.36 0.15 PS1
55650.4 49.4 gP1 22.58 0.13 PS1
55653.4 51.5 gP1 22.93 0.20 PS1
55662.3 57.9 gP1 22.74 0.23 PS1
55674.3 66.4 gP1 22.76 0.09 PS1
55677.3 68.6 gP1 22.72 0.15 PS1
55680.3 70.7 gP1 22.94 0.17 PS1
55716.8 96.7 g′ 23.35 0.06 GMOS
55545.5 −25.3 rP1 >24.04 · · · PS1
55560.6 −14.5 rP1 23.39 0.32 PS1
55563.6 −12.4 rP1 22.97 0.25 PS1
55566.6 −10.3 rP1 22.01 0.07 PS1
55572.6 −6.0 rP1 21.82 0.10 PS1
55574.3 −4.8 r′ 21.55 0.03 LDSS3
55587.6 4.7 rP1 21.53 0.09 PS1
55590.5 6.8 rP1 21.62 0.05 PS1
55593.5 8.9 rP1 21.77 0.05 PS1
55596.4 11.0 rP1 21.62 0.06 PS1
55602.4 15.2 rP1 21.95 0.22 PS1
55627.1 32.8 r′ 22.60 0.07 IMACS
55629.3 34.4 rP1 22.48 0.09 PS1
55632.3 36.5 rP1 22.71 0.14 PS1
55635.3 38.7 rP1 22.71 0.11 PS1
55650.4 49.4 rP1 22.68 0.13 PS1
55653.4 51.5 rP1 22.94 0.21 PS1
55662.3 57.9 rP1 22.66 0.15 PS1
55674.3 66.4 rP1 22.83 0.10 PS1
55677.3 68.6 rP1 23.17 0.18 PS1
55680.3 70.7 rP1 23.13 0.28 PS1
55716.8 96.7 r′ 23.15 0.10 GMOS
55546.5 −24.6 iP1 >23.47 · · · PS1
55561.6 −13.8 iP1 22.88 0.19 PS1
55567.5 −9.6 iP1 22.31 0.13 PS1
55570.6 −7.4 iP1 21.87 0.10 PS1
55576.6 −3.1 iP1 21.78 0.08 PS1
55588.6 5.4 iP1 21.86 0.09 PS1
55594.5 9.6 iP1 22.04 0.12 PS1
55597.4 11.7 iP1 21.96 0.09 PS1
55615.5 24.6 iP1 >22.23 · · · PS1
55645.3 45.8 iP1 23.02 0.25 PS1
55651.4 50.1 iP1 22.78 0.19 PS1
55654.3 52.2 iP1 23.13 0.27 PS1
55672.3 65.0 iP1 23.32 0.29 PS1
55675.3 67.1 iP1 23.28 0.29 PS1
55681.3 71.4 iP1 23.06 0.23 PS1
55716.8 96.7 i′ >22.65 · · · GMOS
55571.6 −6.7 zP1 21.95 0.30 PS1
55577.6 −2.4 zP1 21.73 0.12 PS1
55586.6 4.0 zP1 22.08 0.11 PS1
55589.6 6.1 zP1 21.94 0.14 PS1
55592.6 8.3 zP1 21.89 0.07 PS1
55595.5 10.3 zP1 21.86 0.08 PS1
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Table 1 — Continued
MJD Epocha Filter Magnitudeb Error Instrument
(d) (AB)
55631.3 35.8 zP1 22.53 0.22 PS1
55634.3 37.9 zP1 22.79 0.13 PS1
55646.3 46.5 zP1 22.88 0.19 PS1
55649.4 48.7 zP1 >23.12 · · · PS1
55652.4 50.8 zP1 >22.76 · · · PS1
55673.3 65.7 zP1 23.18 0.29 PS1
55676.3 67.8 zP1 >22.54 · · · PS1
55716.8 96.7 z′ >22.66 · · · GMOS
55641.5 43.1 yP1 21.77 0.49 PS1
55668.4 62.2 yP1 >21.24 · · · PS1
55669.3 62.9 yP1 >21.46 · · · PS1
55671.3 64.3 yP1 >21.28 · · · PS1
a In rest-frame days relative to maximum light on MJD 55581.0.
b Corrected for Galactic reddening. Upper limits are 3σ.
Table 2
Log of Spectroscopic Observations
UT Midpoint Epocha Instrument Wavelength Slit Grating/ Filter Exposure Mean Position
(YYYY-MM-DD.DD) (days) Range (A˚) (′′) Grism Time (s) Airmass Angle (◦)
2011-01-13.27 −5 LDSS3 3650−9460 0.75 VPH-all none 1500 1.20 20
2011-02-23.25 24 Blue Channel 3270−8500 1.0 300 none 5400 1.20 319
2011-03-06.18 32 IMACS 4000−10100 0.9 300/+17.5 none 2400 1.20 167
2011-03-07.17 33 IMACS 4000−10100 0.9 300/+17.5 none 3600 1.18 177
2011-06-10.02 100 GMOS-S 3500−6280 1.0 B600 none 3600 1.77 315
Host Spectra
2011-12-29.39 244 Blue Channel 3320−8550 1.0 300 none 5400 1.22 135
2013-01-11/14b 515 LDSS3 3650−9450 0.75 VPH-all none 2900 1.22 22/−10
2013-01-12/13b 515 LDSS3 5970−9300 1.0 VPH-red OG590 5700 1.20 17/−10
a In rest-frame days relative to maximum light.
b Spectra taken on two nights.
Table 3
PS1-11af VLA Observations
MJD Epocha On-Source Frequency 3σ Upper
(d) Time (min) (GHz) Limit (µJy)
55649.0 48 36 4.9 <51
55933.4 251 17 5.5 <30
56444.0 614 60 5.5 <45
a In rest-frame days relative to maximum light.
Table 4
PS1-11af Host Galaxy Photometry
Filter Observed Rest-frame 1.′′15 Aperture 3′′Aperture Instrument
Wavelength (A˚) Wavelength (A˚) AB maga error AB maga error
FUV 1539 1095 · · · · · · >24.4b · · · GALEX
NUV 2316 1649 · · · · · · >24.3 · · · GALEX
gP1 4825 3424 23.42 0.04 22.68 0.04 PS1
rP1 6170 4393 22.00 0.02 21.35 0.02 PS1
iP1 7520 5354 21.48 0.02 20.87 0.02 PS1
zP1 8660 6165 21.20 0.02 20.60 0.02 PS1
yP1 9620 6849 21.07 0.03 20.45 0.04 PS1
J 12360 8798 20.64 0.03 20.02 0.03 FourStar
H 16620 11830 20.38 0.02 19.86 0.02 FourStar
a Corrected for Galactic extinction.
b Upper limits are 5σ.
